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4 arrested after 2 Miss. officers slain
Traffic stop ends in shooting;
brothers with drug, weapon
convictions among suspects
By ASHLEY SOUTHALL
NEW YORK TI ME S

Law enforcement officials in
Mississippi said Sunday that
they had arrested four people
after the fatal shooting of two
police officers in Hattiesburg
and that two of the suspects had

been charged with capital murder.
The officers were shot about
8 p.m. Saturday during a traffic
stop, the police said. They later
died at a local hospital.
Police officials identified the
officers as Benjamin Deen, 34,
a K-9 officer, and Liquori Tate,
25, a 2014 graduate of the police
academy. One of their police
cars was stolen after the shooting and was found abandoned a
few blocks away, investigators
said.

The Mississippi Department
of Public Safety announced
Sunday that Marvin Banks, 29,
and Joanie Calloway, 22, had
each been charged with two
counts of capital murder, and
that Banks’ brother, Curtis
Banks, 26, had been charged
with two counts of accessory after the fact of capital murder. At
a news conference Sunday afternoon, the mayor of Hattiesburg,
Johnny DuPree, said a fourth
suspect had been arrested. He
was identified as Cornelius

Clark, 28. Officials said Clark,
who was charged with obstruction of justice, had been a passenger in the vehicle at the time
of the shooting.
“We were able to catch these
individuals and keep our promise to the officers’ families with
the public’s help,” DuPree said
at the news conference.
The officers were killed amid
a national debate over the use of
force by the police after several
high-profile killings of mostly
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Drum circle at Santa Rosa nursing home among programs
using music to enhance memories, improve quality of life

Familiar rhythm

Benjamin
Deen
K-9 officer fatally
shot after pulling
over motorist
for speeding.

Liquori
Tate
Slain officer
graduated from
police academy
last year.

Latinos
courted
by 2016
hopefuls
Rubio, Bush campaigns
mark shift in political map
in states like Nevada
By MARK Z. BARABAK
L O S A NG EL ES T I M ES
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Activities director Celeste Lim leads a drum circle for residence with dementia at Park View Post Acute nursing home in Santa Rosa.
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
T H E P RE S S D E MO C RAT

R

ehab tech Keane Kheva gently took Elmer
Dragolovich’s left hand and helped guide it over
the tube-shaped drum.
Slouching slightly over the instrument, his eyes
downcast, Dragolovich, 99, seemed almost unaware of the
thumping beat he contributed to accompany “Home on
the Range,” the classic western tune.
But despite outward appearances, Dragolovich, a
resident at Park View Post Acute nursing home in Santa
Rosa, was, according to medical experts, likely experiencing some fundamental brain activity triggered by music.
The visual evidence came when Kheva pulled his hand
away and Dragolovich continued to drum, stopping in
rhythm with other Park View patients.
“The drumming kind of roused him and brought him
back,” said Jennifer Raymond, director of rehabilitation
at Park View. “What’s left is what’s important not what’s
TURN TO MUSIC, PAGE A5

Jennifer Porter encourages Elmer Dragolovich to drum at Park
View Post Acute nursing home in Santa Rosa.
ONLINE: For video and more photos, go to pressdemocrat.com.

LAS VEGAS — Once an afterthought, Latino voters have
moved to the center of the 2016
presidential campaign, the object of early and unprecedented
courtship
by
candidates on
both sides.
The efforts,
substantive
and symbolic,
reflect a political map that
has
changed
s i g n i f i c a n t l y Marco
with the trans- Rubio
formation
of
states like Nevada, Colorado
and others that
are no longer
the white Republican bastions of old.
President
Barack Obama Jeb
twice carried Bush
Nevada, Colorado, Virginia
and Florida, thanks in good part
to strong support among their
growing Latino populations;
in Nevada, the Latino share of
the vote has tripled in the past
20 years.
All four are once more expected to be among the few competitive states in 2016.
A key question is whether the
eventual Democratic nominee
can cement those gains for elections to come, or if Republicans
can reverse their dismal performance of the past two presidential contests and, by doing so,
expand their narrow path to the
White House.
Republicans seem to stand
their best chance in years of
harvesting Latino support with
the candidacies of Florida Sen.
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Muslims’ denunciations go unnoticed
Though followers repeatedly
decry extremism, ‘nobody
seems to be listening’
By SARAH PARVINI
LOS ANGELES T I ME S

Saaliha
Khan
scrolled
through her Facebook feed and
pored over posts expressing sadness, dismay and disapproval,
the kind of messages that always appear after an attack carried out in the name of Islam.
It was just past midnight

on Monday, and two Muslim
gunmen had been killed about
six hours earlier in a shootout
outside a cartoon contest in
Garland, Texas, that featured
images of the Muslim prophet
Muhammad.
“If you want to defend the
honor of the Prophet, do so in a
way that is consistent with prophetic manners and ethics, not
violence,” Omid Safi, director
Duke University’s Islamic Studies Center, wrote less than 12
hours after the shooting.
The Council on American-Islamic Relations sent out an

email: “Bigoted speech can never be an excuse for violence.”
But to Khan, the denunciations, though necessary and
important, wouldn’t make a difference.
Among the Twitter messages
flying through cyberspace after
the failed attack was one radio
host Wayne DuPree sent to his
more than 79,000 followers:
“Don’t expect CAIRNational 2
care about Americans and condemn attack by terrorist thugs.
Why are they here anyway .garland .garlandshooting.”
The pattern repeats itself

again and again, said Khan, a
23-year-old
communications
and projects manager in Los
Angeles for NewGround, an
interfaith group. Muslims denounce terrorism, and then
get lambasted for failing to denounce terrorism.
“Sometimes you get so frustrated you just want to go to
sleep and get away and you
think, ‘Again this is happening?’
” Khan said.
Since Sept. 11, 2001, Muslims
in the United States have sent
out statement after statement
TURN TO MUSLIMS, PAGE A5
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